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This page is for personal, non-commercial use. If you need attitude, opt for the Dual Sport 4x2
pre-runner truck. Or consider the new 4x4 Off-Road package, with bed rail caps, tubular step
plates, all-terrain tires, a compass, and other important wilderness accessories. Incidentally,
don't refer to the Mazda pickups as the B-Series any more. They are now simply called Mazda
Trucks. Full Review Based on the Ford Ranger, Mazda's pickup trucks are solidly engineered
and sophisticated. They offer the most powerful engine in the compact-truck class. All rights
reserved. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. We get it.
Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on
here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If
you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for
that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. Based on the Ford Ranger, Mazda's pickup trucks are
solidly engineered and sophisticated. Hide Full Review. Choose a Trim 4x2 Cab Plus 4 WB Base.
Engine 4. Smart Buy Program is powered by. See the value of your car and get a cash offer in
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4 Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker
in your browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The
exact text will differ depending on the actual application you have running. Refresh the
Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or
allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You
must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions
below to enable JavaScript in your browser. They offer the most powerful engine in the
compact-truck class. They are now simply called Mazda Trucks. Power is provided by a 2. B
comes only with the Regular Cab, and on the standard wheelbase of inches. A five-speed
manual transmission, four-wheel anti-lock brake ABS , tachometer, variable intermittent wipers
and a sliding rear window are all standard, as are dual de-powered air bags with a key-operated
passenger-side deactivation switch , anti-theft immobilizer, and a spare-tire lock. Additional
amenities range from air conditioning to an upgraded stereo to two front tow hooks.
Color-matched rather than black bumpers provide instant identification. B is powered by a 4.
This husky overhead-cam engine ripples with horsepower. No other compact truck can quite
match its muscle except the Ford Ranger, which shares the same engine. A limited-slip
differential, larger fuel tank, and Class III trailer hitch are all standard. B has skid plates for its
fuel tank and transfer case. Restyled last year, the Mazda Truck has a look all its own:
windswept, but still brawny, more like a miniature Ford F than, say, a Toyota Tacoma; and
certainly more restrained than the posturing macho of the Nissan Frontier. The new Mazda is
smooth all over, while retaining the square, glassy greenhouse that has become a Mazda pickup
hallmark. The little-Ford look is more than coincidence: The Mazda Truck is engineered by Ford,
and shares mechanical components with the Ford Ranger. The Mazda does offer its own interior
and exterior styling and equipment packages. Gentle shoulders roll down into relatively flat side
panels, interrupted by a powerful horizontal character line at about knee level. Muscular bulges
around the rear wheelwells suggest sporty step-side styling. With the Cab Plus extension, a tall
and narrow side window mounts in the panel behind each door window. The cargo bed
stretches six feet and provides convenient hooks on the floor. Indentations in the box support
partitions to segment cargo. The tailgate detaches quickly without special tools. The optional
U-shaped bed extender, made from stainless steel tubing, flips out to rest on the tailgate. Dual
Sport models rely on a monochromatic treatment with body-colored bumpers, flared fenders
and lower front fascia. The name is derived from a motorcycle suited for pavement or dirt. But
Dual Sport is a two-wheel-drive machine, just like the pre-runner trucks that off-road race teams
use to survey a desert race course. Previous versions of the Mazda Truck consistently set the
standard among Japanese-brand pickups for spacious, comfortable accommodations and
convenient features. Last year, Mazda re-engineered the cab for even quieter cruising. Also new
were seat designs clad in new fabrics, a revised instrument panel with a tachometer, and a
revamped center pod for climate and audio systems, with large, easy-to-use rotary dials. The
Cab Plus adds an interior storage bay behind the front seat. Two small side-facing jump seats
fold down from the back wall. Rear-hinged doors on the four-door Cab Plus permit easy access
to rear quarters. Firmly padded in the bolsters and bottom, they felt luxurious. Its horsepower
enables the B to leap off the line and run quickly to speed. The new V6 musters more torque for
off-road work when paired with optional four-wheel-drive. The 4. Having five gears means closer
gear ratios for better throttle response when accelerating, towing a trailer or driving off
pavement. A high-gear lockout switch on the tip of the shift lever lets the driver kick up or down
a gear with the tap of a finger. With the best power rating in its class, the B delivers no-fear
passing, even on steep mountain grades. Having so much muscle on tap makes even tough
truck chores easy, like hauling loads or pulling a heavy trailer. And when it runs out of

clearance, skid plates shield the transfer case and fuel tank from damage. The planetary
transfer case, also from Ford, operates from a rotary dial on the dashboard for seamless
switching from rear-wheel to four-wheel high, or further down to four-wheel low for off-road
maneuvers. Whether on lumpy trails or paved roads, the Mazda takes bumps and turns with
confident dexterity. Its rigid ladder-like chassis, with full box bracing of the front section,
combines with an independent wishbone front suspension to smooth out the ride. All Mazda
Trucks get a front stabilizer anti-roll bar to reduce body lean in corners; 3. Its horsepower V6
engine propels it to the top of the import class. You must be logged in to post a comment Login.
Reviews Previews Advice Awards. Turning circle: Suspension, f: Independent Suspension, r:
live axle Ground clearance: 9. Curb weigth: lbs. Tires: 31x Unless otherwise indicated,
specifications refer to test vehicle. Prices do not include manufacturer's destination and
delivery charges. Manufacturer Info Sources: - Related Vehicles. Follow NewCarTestDrive. ABS,
dual front airbags, three-point seatbelts with force-limiting pre-tensioners, child restraint seat
anchor brackets. Skip to main content. Last viewed Mazda cars. Photo of the day. Other Truck
Mazda. See also. Land Rover Defender. Mini Cooper Clubman. Chrysler Chronos. Chrysler
Pacifica. Here you can find such useful information as the fuel capacity, weight, driven wheels,
transmission type, and others data according to all known model trims. We made great efforts
to collect all of them, but its amount is so immense that we could easily miss something. If this
is true, so feel free to contact us. We will make the amendments and close the gaps as soon as
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MPG:. Highway MPG:. Combined MPG:. Mazda Articles. November 24, On its own, Miata MX-5 is
worldwide famous October 25, Ford is not the only one carmaker which is going to make waves
at the upcoming SEMA. It seems the wide range of stunning custom-designed cars in full glory
March 26, March 14, A fresh teaser from Mazda again! The company hints at another cool
crossover with a mint teaser shot. In late April, Mazda is going to unveil the up-to-date March
11, The forthcoming Auto Show in the Big Apple City seems to become the very place of
revealing some promising gimmicks there. Among others, Mazda will intend to December 25,
One can hardly deny the fact CX-5 Mazda crossover is considered to be rated as one of the
most refined and reliable models yet. Sharing the Platform: Ups and Downs. December 6,
Totally European appearance and Other Mazda model Mazda Xedos 9. Mazda Mazda 2. Mazda 3.
Top Makes Alfa Romeo. Aston Martin. Land Rover. See All. Mazda Xedos 9 1 Models. Mazda 2
Models. Mazda 12 Models. Mazda 2 13 Models. Mazda 3 14 Models. Mazda 5 Models. Models also
known as Trim Levels, are used to identify a vehicle's level of equipment or special features.
The number one thing I love is that my truck was manufactured in the United States. Love the
reliability of my truck. Love how the parts in the engine as well as the interior feel like they were
made Only problem it's ever given me other than normal maintenance is the starter had to be
replaced. It's actually very good on gas to be a V6 as well. It was cheap to buy initially, and
largely dependable and trouble free. It does all the things I need a truck to do, and is
comfortable enough. I haven't had much mechanical trouble with it, and Has been one of the
most reliable vehicles I have ever owned runs like a champ great on gas works great for my
family. Great little pickup truck. Does everything I need it to from daily use to moving. Great on
gas and a smooth ride. Inside the truck is roomy and can fit my two smaller children in back
side seats. It actually doesn't have too many problems it has , miles on it and it was really well
taken care of it runs pretty good and only problem right now is something with the thermostat in
the It is "small", but very fuel efficient, gets good gas mileage, would like a "multiple CD player.
Handles very well, and suits my needs. It has been a very reliable truck. I bought it with low
mileage and it has had minimal issues. I have recently been having issues with hoses and the
radiator, but overall I like the truck. I will It is a B 4 wheel drive. I do like it though I wish it would
get better gas mileage than it does. I love the olive green color and the clearance that it has. It
actually doesn't have too many problems it has , miles on it and it was really well taken care of it
runs pretty good and only problem right now is something with the thermostat in the radiator
it's a great little truck it runs like a champ. Only downfall is I need something heavy in back
when driving in snow. It is "small", but very fuel efficient, gets good gas mileage , would like a
"multiple CD player. Change Year. Used Fair Market Range Zip. MPG up to. Source
FuelEconomy. Overview See below. Owner Reviews. For Sale Near Me. Exterior Photos. Interior
Photos. Color Photos. Select an Exterior Color. Desert Sand. Performance Red. Sunburst Red
Metallic. Medium Blue Melina Metallic. Deep Galaxy Blue Metallic. Jewel Metallic Green.
Platinum Frost. Mystic Black. Classic White. View Details. Top Positive Owner Reviews. Even
though my truck is a Mazda, I did Read More. A Dependable Light Truck that is cheap to Runs
as good as the day I bought it. Great little sports truck. Good vehicle, suits my needs very well.
It gets the job done and that is all that Rose S wrote on January 14, Elf H wrote on September

19, Lucas A wrote on July 15, See All Reviews Owner Reviews For Problems. Owner Reviews
For Reliability. Owner Reviews For Fuel Economy. Owner's Choice. Combined MPG: Road Test
Video Reviews. Moderate Overlap Front. See all Safety Features. Top Rated Trucks. Best Pickup
Trucks. Best Trucks for the money. Best Trucks for gas mileage. Best Sport Utility. Browse By
Category. Small Cars. Cloning Ford's Ranger pickup to create the B-Series was a good idea.
Giving it distinctive styling was a better one. For people who need the functionality of a pickup
but think a full-size truck is too big, Mazda offers a compact pickup known, from this point
forward, simply as the Truck. Along with its mechanical twin, the Ford Ranger, the Mazda Truck
offers a range of configurations, four-cylinder and V6 engines, and good reliability. The different
Truck designations -- B, B and B -- refer to the three different engine choices available. The B is
powered by a 2. The B has a 3. The top-level B features a strong 4. It is mated to a five-speed
automatic transmission. The B is fine for cargo-hauling or light towing duties, but you'll want to
step up to the B to tow heavier toys maximum trailer rating for the B is 5, pounds. Different
Truck configurations include a regular cab, a two-door extended cab, and a four-door extended
cab. B models come only as a two-wheel-drive regular cab, while Bs and Bs are limited to
extended cab styles in Dual Sport or four-wheel-drive guise. The advantage of the Dual Sport is
that you get the look of a 4WD truck the Dual Sport has a raised suspension without the extra
weight and monetary premiums associated with 4WD. The four-door extended cab called the
Cab Plus 4, it only comes as a B model is our favorite, as it considerably increases the
functionality of the interior. The side-facing rear seats on this model are by no means
comfortable for adults, but they can be used by big people in a pinch. The rest of the interior is
clean and well laid-out. On the road, the Truck provides a stable ride. It's not quite Lexus RX
quality, of course, but the overall ride is comfortable for a compact pickup. Four-wheel drive is
an option on Bs and Bs. This shift-on-the-fly system features pulse vacuum hub-lock
technology, allowing the driver to engage four-wheel drive at speeds up to 70 mph. No stopping
or backing up is required when shifting into or out of 4-Lo. With a rugged design, solid good
looks and an excellent warranty, Mazda's Truck is a fun and practical compact pickup. Doing so
could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select
a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you.
Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Mazda
Truck. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car
buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Mazda
lease specials Check out Mazda Truck lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Other years. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The B-Series
name gets dropped this year for the far more creative moniker "Truck. The Convenience
package includes a bed liner this year. Color changes round out the updates for Read more.
Write a review See all 31 reviews. One of the best vehicle buys I have ever made. Great mileage
No problems so far. Inside door handles have come somewhat loose and sometimes rattle.
Mazda makes a great vehicle. Takes a lickin' Keeps on tickin'. This is a good truck for all around
use. The fuel economy is average for around town, but is good on the long trips. I have not had
a single mechanical problem. The truck is strong enough to pull my boat to the lake and tough
enough to handle me taking it out in the Mojave Desert to have some fun exploring. I have only
made a couple of changes to the truck to
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accommodate my uses. I installed slotted and drilled rotors for heat reduction while towing,
and an air- fuel programmer to dial in the exact power or fuel economy I need. I put on some 31
x Read less. B - Best in Class in my opinion. Drives the cost up such that one may be better off
looking at bigger trucks. Is it the truck or the N. I bought this because I'd had 2 Mazdas
previously and they were pretty decent. THIS one had a clutch master cyl. Access to the rear
cab space is poor. The engine is so detuned as to be ball- less. New England winters and road
chemicals are tough but I think the degree of damage is still pretty serious. No more Mazdas for
me. I bought a Nissan. See all 31 reviews of the Used Mazda Truck. Write a review. Frontal

Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side
Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 5 average Rating out of
2 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the Truck. Sign Up.

